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  It   was   hard   to   judge   who   was   more   astounded   by   the   Firstling's 
  pronouncement;   Michael   ben   Levi,   or   the   men   who   had   been   Marcus 
  Steinbecker's loyal  assistants. Certainly, David had been the first to extend 
  his congratulations. Leah wasn't quite sure whether it was genuine pleasure, 
  or sincere gratitude that the choice had not fallen on him. He had the look of 
  a man who had suddenly been relieved of an intolerable burden.
        The same couldn't be said of Kurt Weber. Leah watched the fleeting 
  expressions crossing his face. At first, there was sheer astonishment, which 
  had quickly given away to something more like anger, in turn, this had been 
  covered over by a non-expression - an apparent indifference, accompanied 
  by a cool recitation of appropriate words. Leah was fairly sure that Michael 
  hadn't been fooled, but supposing he had, she had every intention of warning 
  him at the earliest opportunity.
          Ambrose had glowered from the first, but she thought the motive was 
  less resentment at being passed over, so much as a firm opinion that there 
  was no one in creation who could take the place of Marcus Steinbecker, let 
  alone   someone   from   outside   of   the   ranks   of   his   assistants.   His 
    congratulations had been civil enough but they had lacked conviction.
        As for the other regional managers, only Paul Vijay had expressed any 
  genuine pleasure. It was almost to be expected, he looked after the region 
  which   bordered   the   eastern   boundary   of   the   Central   Administration   and 
  south-east Asia. There would have been plenty of co-operation between the 
  two Administrations, which paralleled the ancient border of Burma and India, 
  in which Michael and Paul would have been jointly involved.
        The more Leah thought about it, the more she realised what a shrewd 
  move   had   been   made   by   the   Firstling.   The   de   facto   merging   of   the   two 
    Administrations had created a common southern and eastern frontier to the 
    Administration area of the Asia Heartland. It stretched from where Ambrose 
  had stewardship of the lands along the Arctic; round in a great curve along 
  the Himalayan spine and coextensive mountains to the west; to the coast of 
  the Great Sea. There it bordered the eastern extremity of the area controlled 
  by Joshua Aristides. It was the virtual drawing of the expected battle lines. 
  The boundary over which Gog would come.
        Leah made no move to congratulate  Michael  in  the presence  of his 
  new   lieutenants.   She   remained   in   the   background   for   a   while   and   then 
  slipped away with her children. The surprise move had given her a great deal 
  to think about. Her plans to leave Salem and return to Jerusalem, had to be 
  reconsidered.   Much   would   depend   on   Michael   and   the   first   test   would   be 
  whether he would seek her out for any other reason than to bid her farewell.
        It was very late in the evening before his visit took place. He made a 
  special   journey from the   Administration  Building  to   the  great   house  in   the 
  hills.   She   heard   the   approaching   Pod   and   waited   for   him   at   the   main 
  entrance. She was well aware that the rest of the household would take note  
  of the  late  night visitation.  She was beyond  caring  whether it  contravened 
  some   unwritten   rule   that   newly   widowed   women   should   not   receive   male 



  callers at such an hour.
          Michael climbed out of the Pod and she couldn't help smiling a little. 
  The   Pod   was   one   of   the   smaller   models   and   Michael   was   very   tall,   he 
  seemed to unfold out of it. He became aware of her standing in the entrance 
  and stood still for a moment. He said nothing as he climbed the steps.
        "I was expecting you."
        "I hoped you were."
        They   didn't   touch   in   greeting,   instead,   he   followed   her   through   the 
  main reception room and out on to the balcony looking over the valley. The 
  moon had  risen, its image fluttering  like  a trapped  bird  behind  the  broken 
  cloud. The air was cold and still. She apologised.
          "Perhaps   we   ought   to   sit   inside,   I   had   forgotten,   it's   warmer   in 
  Jerusalem."
        "Not much!"
        "I thought we would have more privacy."
        "So, you also live in a house, where the walls have ears."
        "I'm not sure about the walls, but there are ears."
          "This is a beautiful place - I can see that, even in the dark."
        "It's the ancestral home of the Clan Steinbecker - it doesn't go with the 
  Administrator's position!"
          Michael nodded and grinned at her bluntness.
          "And now it's yours, Leah."
        "For a little while - until I make my final decision."
          "Your final decision?"
        "I told you I had in mind to settle in Jerusalem."
          "You did - I thought your decision was final."
        "Is anything final, Michael? Life is full of twists and surprises."
        "Such   as   -   me  being   nominated   to   take   your   husband's   place   -   as 
  Administrator."
        She noticed the amplification.
          "You've been given an enormous responsibility. I don't think it's ever 
  happened before - the merging of two Administrations, I mean."
        "It hasn't, but then, the Administration areas are hardly along logical 
  lines - they're the product of the way the Kingdom expanded in the earliest 
  days. As far as I am aware, no one ever sat down and said that a particular 
  responsibility started and ended at specific points. It depended on the original 
  talent available from which the choice of the first Administrators was taken. 
  Carl Steinbecker is an obvious example - and Spiros Aristides was another."
        "I   always   thought   the   twelve   Administrations   had   a   particular 
  significance."
        "The number twelve you mean? Twelve tribes, twelvefold Apostolate. 
  Perhaps, it was restricted to twelve as a kind of deliberate accident."
          "Michael! That is a contradiction in terms."
          "Perhaps, but I didn't come here tonight to talk about ancient history, 
  Leah. I want to talk to you about the future."
        "I really think we ought to go inside - otherwise I might be accused of 
  trying to kill you off by giving you pneumonia!"
        She moved past him and he followed. She wondered if her insistence 
  on   the   change   of   venue   had   been   a   subconscious   attempt   to   avoid   the  



  subject. She could see his face more clearly in the lighted room. He looked 
  tired but he also looked determined.
          "You want to talk about the future, Michael?"
        He leaned back in his chair and closed his eyes. She sat perched on 
  the edge of hers and waited.
          "You must be aware of how I feel about you, Leah?"
          "Michael, it's far to soon - "
        He open his eyes abruptly.
        "I know it's too soon! It doesn't change the way I feel - and have felt for 
  a long time - in fact, since long before you were married - and even before 
  you showed such an interest in Joshua!"
        His directness shocked her.
        "I didn't realise you knew about Joshua."
        "I have eyes in my head, Leah! - I think I've loved you since we were 
  children - but you only saw me as a part of the surroundings. I was always 
  there - your good friend, Michael!"
          "There's nothing wrong in being a good friend!"
        "I didn't say there was! But I wanted to be your lover not your brother! I 
  longed to hold you and to care for you!"
          "You never gave any indication - not in word or deed."
          "Because we were bound by those ridiculous rules which demanded 
  that if another man showed an interest, we had to back off!  When  Joshua 
  dropped   out   of   the   picture,   I   thought   I   stood   a   chance   -   and   then   it   was 
  Marcus!"
        "Oh! Michael, I'm so sorry."
          "Don't be - but we're not bound by those conventions anymore and I'm 
  not going out of my way to show any delicacy about the recent loss of your 
  husband. You said this isn't the right time - now tell me, when is going to be 
  the right time? Will it be when we're looking at the last day of our existence 
  and still putting off making a decision?"
        Leah was very quiet for a moment.
          "Marcus once said something similar. He said that if he knew the Day 
  of   Judgement   was   tomorrow,   he   would   still   plan   for   the   future   and   marry 
  today."
          "Then,   he   was a  wiser   man  than  I   thought!   Take  his   advice,  Leah. 
  There   is   so   little   time   left!   I   want   you   and   I   need   you.   Come   back   to 
  Jerusalem with me. Be my partner in every respect. Help me with this double 
  responsibility. Hold my hand. Be my wife and my lover. Bear my children - 
  and I swear, I will love John and Rachael as if they were my own. And I will 
  love you until the End of Time and beyond!"
        He was on his feet and he had drawn her up as well. He stared into 
  her  upturned  face  and  then  pressed  his  lips  against  hers.  She endured  a 
  final,   inconclusive   struggle   between   logic   and   desire   -   and   desire   won. 
  Eventually, she pushed him away.
        "We must be sensible, Michael!"
        "To hell with being sensible!"
        "We have to observe a few of the proprieties."
        "To satisfy the sensitive egos of other? 
        "No! I don't much care who gets shocked if we decide to unite - but I 



  do care that you might be making your future dealings with Marcus's right-
  hand men more difficult by an unwise political move." 
          "Politics!"
        "Yes, Michael, politics! You have to deal with these men. You will be 
  facing situations which are going to call for the greatest co-operation between 
  you. If resentment at the way you  appropriated  Marcus's wife and children 
  impedes that co-operation, you could find that the Firstling's plan will become 
  unworkable - and I won't have that on my conscience!"
          Michael released her and they stood without touching.
        "What precisely IS the Firstling's plan?"
        "I thought it was obvious! Our King and Priest has created a structure 
  so that you can control Gog. The passage in Daniel talks of Michael standing 
  up to defend his people. You have been given millions more to defend. The 
  Firstlings never do anything which doesn't conform with the will of Our Father, 
  and they never do anything which doesn't conform with the ultimate goal. The 
  decision to merge the two Administrations into one, is no idle whim."
          Michael   took   her   shoulders   between   his   hands   and   stared   into   her 
  face.
        "Now, I'm even more sure that I need you, Leah."
        She broke free and turned to the window.
          "Michael, when you've finished your business here, you must go back 
  to Jerusalem. I can't answer you now - I won't answer! There is so much to be 
  considered and it isn't only how the future might affect your Administration. I 
  want you to leave me to come to a decision. Concentrate on winning over 
  Ambrose and Kurt Weber. They are both good men, but to them you are an 
  unknown quantity. They will test you - you will be expected to measure up to 
  Marcus.   There   are   pressing   problems   which   must   be   resolved   by   firm 
  leadership - especially in the areas Ambrose controls. This is the time when 
  you will either win or lose both of these men. I promise you that I won't be too 
  long in making up my mind."
        He shrugged his shoulders in defeat.
        "If that's the only crumb you can offer me, Leah?"
        "It   has   to   be   enough,   Michael!   Now,  I   think   you   should   leave.   The 
  listening ears have heard enough!"
        He kissed her on the forehead and allowed her to push him out of the 
  house. He waved again, as he wrapped himself into the Pod and she stood 
  and   watched   it   disappear   down   the   guidance   path   towards   the   city.   She 
  shivered,   the   air   was  cold.   She   looked   back   at   the   house,   it   was  in   total 
  darkness   excepting   for   the   lighting   rooms  she   had   occupied.   She   had   no 
  doubt   that   the   darkened   windows   concealed   at   least   one   watcher.   The 
  thought came that those who spied on others liked the darkness.
          Michael remained in Salem for another four days, he didn't repeat his 
  visit, but on the second evening, however, she had another visitor. It was Kurt 
  Weber.
        He arrived  soon after  dinner.  The  lights of his Pod made her pulse 
  increase   a   little   in   anticipation   of   a   visit   from   Michael,   she   was   a   little 
  surprised and certainly disappointed when it turned out to be the steward of 
  the   Gazera   province.   Rebecca   hovered   in   the   background   when   she   had 
  ushered  the  big  man into  the reception  room. Nothing  was said,  but Leah 



  sensed the disapproval.
          "Good evening, Sister Steinbecker. Good of you  to spare me a little 
  time."
        "An unexpected pleasure, Brother Weber. I'm always happy to receive 
  a comrade of my late husband."
          Rebecca   closed   the   door   panel.   Her   unobtrusive   exit   somehow 
  focusing attention. Kurt Weber exhaled his breath.
        "I can't stand that woman! Not something I should say, of course, but I 
  think it, so I might as well express it!"
          "Rebecca has cared for this household for a very long time, brother."
        "I apologise if I've offended you - I forgot, she's a cousin of sorts."
        "Of sorts, Brother Weber - and you didn't offend me with the truth."
        He stabbed a glance at her and then looked away.
          "Then, with your permission, I shall come to some more truths, Sister 
  Leah."
        She didn't  give  any sign  that she had noticed  the  lapse  into  a less 
  formal mode of address.
        "Please do."
        He   rose   and   moved   around   the   room  restlessly,   pausing   here   and 
  there in front of some feature, but she suspected he was concentrating on 
  something   other   than   art   treasures.   He   came  to   an   abrupt   stop   and   then 
  returned to the seat he had occupied.
        "I've spent some time today with our new Administrator."
        Leah tried to read a message into the announcement.
        "I suppose, that was to be expected. Brother Michael  would want to 
  come to grips with his new responsibility."
        The big man stared at her and then looked away again.
        "What is your opinion of the new arrangement?"
        "I didn't know I was expected to have one."
        He twitched restlessly.
        "We all have an opinion - which we're entitled to express."
          "Mine might be biased, Brother Weber. I've known Michael ben Levi 
  for a very long time. We practically grew up together in the house of Asher 
  ben Jacobi. So it might be more to the point if I ask for your opinion?"
        Kurt Weber nodded slowly, there was a gleam of admiration in his eye.
          "That's the Leah Steinbecker I remember!  There's something I think 
  you've   forgotten,   I've   known   you   for   a   long   time   too!   Before   you   were 
  Marcus's wife, you were his Assistant. You couldn't be fooled!"
        "I remember you as a very loyal and dedicated man - dedicated to your 
  stewardship - and to Marcus. But I don't think we're here for the purpose of 
  forming a mutual admiration society. Why have you come, Kurt Weber?"
        He paused for a moment longer.
        "To see if something can be done to rectify the potential for disaster!"
        "Is   that   your   opinion?   The   appointment   of   Michael   ben   Levi   is   a 
  disaster?"
        "The disaster is bound to come from having Michael Ben Levi placed 
  twenty thousand kilometres away in Jerusalem, or some other part of his far 
  flung   responsibility,   when   we   will   need   him   to   be   with   us   to   handle   the 
  Mongolian hordes!"



        Leah smiled slightly.
        "I could imagine Ambrose's reaction to that description! He mentioned 
  that our Arctic population is on the move - you could hardly described them 
  as Mongolian hordes."
        Kurt grunted and waved a hand.
        "Call them what you like! It comes back to the same thing. Our brother  
  Michael is going to be twenty thousand kilometres away from the action - and 
  we're left here to handle the everyday situation as best we can, with no co-
  ordination."
        Leah eyed him thoughtfully.
        "Tell   me,  Brother   Weber.   If  you   had  a   problem in  Gazera,   how did 
  Marcus advise you? Surely, he wasn't at your elbow?"
        "Of course - we used communications."
          "What's  the  difference  with  using  communications  to  reach  Michael, 
  whether he's eight hundred kilometres away or twenty thousand? No! Brother 
  Weber, you must have some other objection to Michael being nominated by 
  our   King   and   Priest   to   be   the   new   Administrator.   Surely   you   realise   that 
  Brother ben Levi can never be another Marcus, but I can assure you, he is an 
  extremely competent man. So competent, that  our Firstling  has seen  fit  to 
  load  him with  a task which  would  possibly grind  down any other  man. He 
  deserves the loyalty of all those who serve as stewards, whether they are of 
  his own choosing, or whether they were the choice of a man who has been 
  taken from us! You mentioned rectifying the potential for disaster. What do 
  you intend to do, make a formal protest to our King and Priest?"
        She   watched   the   colour   changes   come  and   go   on   his   face.   It   took 
  some time before he found an answer.
        "I suppose it wouldn't do much good."
        "It would do no good! Your heart is already an open book to the Lord 
  and his Firstlings. Do you imagine that they don't know your concerns? I think 
  you've forgotten that Michael was not the choice of mere men. Read Daniel; 
  read the twelfth Chapter; there you will find a passage which begins: 'At that 
  moment Michael shall appear, Michael the great captain, who stands guard 
  over your fellow-countrymen.' Read the whole passage, I think you will find it 
  instructive!"
        Kurt Weber relaxed back in his chair and stared at her frankly.
          "There is a rumour that you're going to leave us, Leah Steinbecker - 
  that   you're   going   to   Jerusalem  with   your   children.   For   what   it's   worth,   I'm 
  going to express another opinion. I think you should stay! We need you here 
  -   and   I   think   Michael   ben   Levi   needs   you   here   -   if   he   expects   this 
  cumbersome arrangement to work. You have Joel Steinbecker's ability to cut 
  through to the core of the problem. I don't know if Michael ben Levi can do 
  the same, but you'd make a good deputy."
        She returned his stare, her face flushed slightly.
        "He has a deputy already - David - "
          "Pshaw!   I   must   say,   our   new   Administrator   made   a   good   start,   he 
  moved   David   back   to   stamping   documents   -   or   whatever   he   did   before 
  Marcus had a flush of blood to the head and appointed him as his secretary. 
  There is no deputy!"
          "And I'm not a candidate! There can only be one Administrator and our 



  King and Priest has appointed him!"
        Kurt Weber left after a little while. He paused as he entered the Pod 
  and looked back at his friend's widow. She stood at the top of the steps, with 
  her hands clasped  in  front  of her against  the  wind.  Leah  Steinbecker  had 
  been   very   quick   to   jump   to   the   defence   of   this   virtually   unknown   man   - 
  perhaps   the   rumours   were   correct   after   all.   Perhaps   she   was  returning   to 
  Jerusalem to be with Michael ben Levi!
        On   the   fifth   day,   Rebecca   casually   remarked   that   their   new 
    Administrator had left for Jerusalem. Leah reacted casually.
        "I thought he would have to return soon. I advised him to stay a little 
  longer and consult with some of Marcus's men. Of course, you did know that 
  he visited me a few nights ago - as did Kurt Weber?"
          Rebecca set down the tray she had been carrying.
          "Leah,   it   is   surely   not   my  business   to   remark   on   the   comings   and 
  goings of late night visitors."
          "Rebecca!  I am so glad we have always been able to agree on the 
  important things."
        The children created a diversion and the potential  confrontation was 
  avoided.
        A weather front swept down from the Arctic and once again, the hills 
  around Salem were blanketed in powdery snow. Leah and the children were 
  protected within  the thick walls  of the old house, but even in  that comfort, 
  Leah   couldn't   get   the   vision   of   millions   of   people   trekking   southward   to 
  escape   the   icy   winds.   Hungry,   desperate   people,   who   would   soon   turn   to 
  violence, to vent their anger against the only authority they knew. These were 
  Kurt Weber's  'Mongolian  hordes'.  There  was no  reasoning  in  those  facing 
  starvation.   The   blame   for   their   condition,   even   for   the   changing   climate, 
  would be directed against the Administrators and their assistants.
          There was little else to do, so she busied herself in the great library 
  which had been started by Carl and bequeathed to his son Joel, and their 
    descendants. She studied the ancient records, dating from the era before the 
  Great Destruction, trying to get some clue of what they could expect from the 
  climate. She gave up after a while, it was too complex and she couldn't be 
  sure that the conditions were reverting back to those which had once existed.
        She returned to the scriptures and to her study of the Book of Daniel. 
  She felt sure it held the key. The angel had said, 'Go your way, Daniel, for the 
  words are kept secret and sealed until the time of the end. Many shall purify 
  themselves and be refined, making themselves shining white, but the wicked 
  shall  continue in wickedness and none of them shall  understand. Only the 
  wise leaders shall understand.' 


